
 

 

 

  

 

27th September 2021 

Assalamu Alaykum WRWB 

 

Dear Parents/Guardians 

 

Term 3 has come to an end. A Term that was completed remotely from beginning to end. Was it successful? Yes it was. Success 

is measured in different ways and as a school community we were successful! COVID-19 did not prevent us from continuing to 

teach, learn, develop, and increase our knowledge . Thank you to parents, an amazing effort in juggling your children’s learning 

and running the household. Thank you to staff, the teaching staff were the backbone and engine that kept the wheels of 

education in motion. Thank you to the students for their energy, contributions, and resilience. I hope that all parents and 

students are enjoying a safe and happy holiday. Inchallah all those that have experienced COVID firsthand make a full recovery. 

The fortitude of the whole school community needs to be acknowledged and God willing we will be back to normal schooling 

soon. 

 

This newsletter contains reports from a cross-section of Greenacre Secondary. I thank the staff members that have contributed. 

Though it might be long it gives you a picture of some of the many activities and hard work done by students and staff in Term 

2. Enjoy the reading. 

 

Curriculum  

Year 12 students will commence their Higher School Certificate examinations on Tuesday, 9th November. NESA has released the 

new HSC timetable which can found in this link: HSC written exam timetable | NSW Education Standards. We are all very proud 

of the resilience demonstrated by our year 12s. I encourage Year 12 students to keep working hard and maintain a disciplined 

study regime leading into the examinations. Inchallah much success to our graduating class of 2021. 

Year 11 have completed their final Preliminary assessments. We congratulate Year 11 on completing the Preliminary course. 

Year 11 students will begin the HSC course on the first day of Term 4. Reports for Year 11 and year 12 students will be sent out 

to parents from week 3 of Term 4. 

Subject selection for Stage 5 and Stage 6 have been completed for the current Year 8 and Year 10 students. We have now 

started to plan for the 2022 curriculum timetable.  

Careers - Mrs A Khallaf 

I would like to start with commemorating all our students especially our year 12 for their resilience and hard efforts during this 

difficult time.  

Online learning is challenging but I’m so proud of our students’ spirits. Unfortunately, due to the Covid pandemic, our annual 

Careers Day had to be cancelled. It was very difficult as Careers Day is an essential tool in assisting our senior students with their 

tertiary pathways after school. Nevertheless, announcements and opportunities to engage in programs and courses are always 

posted on our Years 10, 11 & 12 Teams Page.  

Term 3 is always the busiest time in careers as university applications open and various schemes become available for our Year 

12 to assist them in receiving an offer to their chosen courses. It has been extremely difficult as all questions, queries and 

support to university applications was completed remotely. All announcements that were made from UAC and various tertiary 

institutions were posted on our teams page. Students were given continual instructions and guided directions to apply for their 

university courses online.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/key-dates-exam-timetables/hsc-written-exam-timetable/hsc-written-exam-timetable


A significant amount of time was given to ensure all student questions were answered and all required documentation was 

provided and sent to our students. Students had opportunities to apply for various schemes such as the School Recommends 

Scheme, Scholarships, Early Offer Schemes, and Educational Access Schemes that recognised disadvantages and challenges 

those students faced throughout Years 11 and 12. Early offers have commenced, and more students will be receiving early 

offers to their preferred courses over the next few weeks.                                                                                                                       

Thank you, Year 12, for your patience during this difficult time. I want to acknowledge the stress that has been placed on you 

and the strength and resilience you showed during this unfortunate disruption to your learning.  I wish each one of you the best 

of luck in Your HSC and the next chapter of your lives. 

 

 

Arabic – Mrs H Diab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings to all. I would firstly like to 

congratulate everyone for completing 

term 3. It was challenging for all of us, 

but together we persevered. Here is 

some of the work our students have 

completed this term. Well done!  

A special mention to our wonderful 

year 12 students. You have made us 

all very proud and truly embodied our 

schools motto.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Fatat Maskalah 

 

 

 

By Fatima Yehye 8G 



Year 7 - Virtual Zoo Excursion - Ms H Chaouk  

On the 23rd & 24th of August 2021, Year 7 Science students attended a virtual Sydney Zoo excursion via Zoom as part of their 

Science assessment task on adaptation. The educator who was an informative zoologist from Sydney Zoo introduced the 

students to the origins of classification and the dichotomous key. Students also had the opportunity to observe a collection of 

different species and were challenged to determine what threats they are facing in the wild and the types of structural and 

behavioural adaptations they have to help them survive. At the end of the session, students had many interesting questions to 

ask the zoo educator which helped them find ideas for their own assignments. Year 7 students appreciated the opportunity to 

further investigate adaptations and were able to gain a new insight on how certain animals’ features and characteristics allow 

them to survive in their ecosystems.   

Snaps from the day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student feedback  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Science -Mrs T Kassar 

 Science students shared photos of some of the science experiments they set up and performed at home. Great initiative and 

innovative skills came to the fore. 

 

Year 7 participated in making the water cycle at home  

 

Year 8 students practiced how to carry out experiments at home and completed a ball rebound experiment. 

 

Year 10 students studying the chemistry unit carried out experiments in the kitchen to test reaction rates and surface area using 

Panadol tablets at home. 

  

 

Remote learning has been difficult, but the students really enjoyed carrying our hands on tasks at home to assist in their 

learning. 

 



Stage 4 Lockdown Art - Mr B Haddow 

MFIS artists have engaged with a range of art activities inspired by Japanese Art and some related concepts. We’ve looked at 

how culture can impact on an artwork through analysis of some Ukiyo-e artworks, and how we can show kindness or other 

ethics through aesthetic concepts like ‘Wabi Sabi’. By looking to the natural world, we found symbols to represent meanings, 

feelings, and ideas. Most importantly we have applied resilience, patience, and courage to bridge our ideas and goals with those 

of the world around us. 

Student Art works 

 

  

Mariam Ahmed                                                                                                          Sara Hassan 

 

Sara Hassan                         Malak Eldenefria                             Anjuman Amin                                 Israa Arja 

 



 

Ahmed Abo Ghazleh                         Ahnaf Jahin                                                         Adam Badra 

 

Khadija Asim                 Fakry Alfadel                  Ali Issa                                                                Anjuman Amin 

 

Term 3 Year 8 Boys - Mr F Afiouni Year 8 Boys Year Advisor 

The Year 8 Boys have been applying themselves diligently this term to achieve great results during remote learning. I am pleased 

to see students actively engaging in `their lessons, ensuring that they are always on time and submitting their work weekly.  

Although remote learning has tested students in many ways, it is important to also look at the silver linings that have come out 

of these challenging times. Year 8 Boys have been given the opportunity to take charge of their own learning, developing the 

important life skills of being organised, resilient, and persistent. These skills will allow students to thrive in becoming successful 

future citizens.  

Year 8 Boys are encouraged to stay active while completing their studies at home. Their health and wellbeing continue to be 

prioritised to ensure that they are able to reach their full potential. To motivate students to keep active, I have introduced a 

fitness challenge where students are encouraged to participate in various exercise activities, targeting different skill 

components including aerobic power, muscular endurance, speed, and coordination. Year 8 Boys are to be commended on their 

efforts throughout the challenge so far.  

Once again, it’s been pleasing to see the level of responsibility, resilience, and determination that Year 8 Boys have shown. I am 

looking forward to seeing students continue their wonderful work into Term 4.  

 

Year 8 Girls Year Advisor Mrs D Sabbagh 

Assalamu alyakum, 

Term 3 has certainly been a challenging one for the school community at MFIS. We are proud of the student’s efforts in trying to 

maintain some normality in their daily routine. For the past few weeks, the girls have been attending the fortnightly grade 

meetings and have been encouraged to share pictures of their cooking experiences. They have also put their photographic skills 

to the test and have taken pictures of anything beautiful (such as flowers, animals) around their home and from their daily 

walks. The girls have also participated in ‘Just for fun’ quizzes about strange food combinations and the Olympics. This has 

helped the girls unwind, catch up and refresh. Some pictures the girls have shared: 



                                            

         Amal's pet chicken                                                                                Ms Sabbagh's morning walk snap 

 

                                  

                    Mona's delectable dessert                                                                 Yasmin's taki chicken tenders                           

 

Report for Year 9 Boys Mr M Hanif 

Term3 2021 

Towards the end of Term 2 it was getting obvious that students will not return to school due to growing number of covid cases 

in NSW. Come Term 3 the schools in NSW were given instructions to close. So, teachers geared up to teach through remote 

platforms. Term 3 has been a challenging term for all stakeholders: parents. Teachers and students. Year 9 students adjusted 

very well to remote learning. Teachers used Microsoft Teams to deliver the lessons online. Microsoft Teams has been a good 

platform for remote learning. The assignment tab was used to assign assignments and test. Also, students submitted their work 

through the post. 

I am happy to say that students submitted their work in time. The use of the whiteboard was also very helpful. A lot of work was 

done in the Whiteboard which was easily shared by the students. Year 9 demonstrated their ability to adapt to remote learning 

during these difficult and times. They showed their resilience in working during whole of term 3. We continued with the year 

meeting every fortnight. The year 9 cohort were provided with information and advice on each of those meeting. Students were 

advised to be look after themselves well during the lockdown. We had Sheik Fawaz speak to the year 9 in one of the meetings. 

I would like to thank Year 9 students, homeroom teachers, subject teachers, and the parents for their cooperation, patience 

during these difficult times. I would also like to thank Mr Roubaie for his advice and help during these times. Insha Allah the 

lockdown will be over soon so that we can all return to some normalcy in our teaching and learning. 

 

Year 10 Year Advisors Report – Term 3 Mr K Kurt and Mrs R Bashir 

Term 3 has certainly been a very challenging one, for students, teachers, and parents alike. However, Year 10 students have 

demonstrated their ability to successfully adapt to remote learning during these difficult and pressing times.  



Lessons have been conducted online through Microsoft Teams and the Year 10 Boys and Girls have innovated the way they 

engage in their learning. Whether it be through breakout classrooms via Teams, accessing resources through the Files or 

Assignment tabs, Year 10 have really demonstrated their adaptability to their education during this current outbreak in NSW. 

Year Group meetings have proceeded as per normal, however in a remote online setting, and students have engaged with their 

classroom teachers, Year 10 Advisors, Welfare and Wellbeing coordinators as much as possible. As it became clear that the NSW 

lockdown would last for foreseeable future, Year 10 Boys engaged in a daily “Just a Catch Up” group meeting in which students 

in small groups would discuss matters regarding life in general and other topics students could think about or would want to 

discuss.  

The Mother/Daughter dinner for the year 10 girls that was organised to take place at Emporium Function Centre Bankstown was 

cancelled due to the current restrictions. 

Year 10 Students are also in the final stages of selecting Stage 6 Subjects for the school year starting 2022. This is a really 

exciting time for the Students and Insha’Allah, the Year 10 cohort can transition to Year 11 smoothly. Ms Bashir and Mr Kurt 

would like to thank Year 10 students and their parents for their cooperation, patience and the great deal of time and effort 

parents have placed in the success of their child’s remote learning experience. During these times and we will continue to push 

forward during this lockdown, praying for a safe and speedy return to school in the near future Insha’Allah.  

On Friday 23rd July, the school community was shocked to hear the news that one of their fellow classmates, Ahmad El Haj 

Youssef of 10BG, had experienced certain complications during a scheduled surgery. Ahmad is highly regarded and respected by 

his fellow peers, his teachers, and the wider school community. We ask Allah (SWT) to grant Ahmad a full and speedy recovery, 

grant patience to Ahmad’s family during this difficult time and we ask Allah (SWT) to reunite Ahmad with our school community 

in due course. May Allah (SWT) grant Ahmad full Shifaa. Ameen.    

Year 11 cohort Mrs T Kassar Mrs F Jalloul 

Year 11 students have been keen on finishing the term and looking forward to starting their year 12 journey. Students have 

been given time off class during weeks 9 and 10 to prepare for their assessments and do not have any scheduled lessons. This is 

to ensure that they are maximising their learning and they do well. 

Students also participated in year group assemblies where wellbeing concerns were discussed. It is important that our students 

stay mentally alert and healthy during these difficult times and remember that everything is from Allah swt. 

We want to applaud our year 11 students who really pushed through and we’re online for all their lessons. Their hard work has 

been recognised. We encourage our year 11 students to have a restful school holiday and recharge in preparation to their HSC 

journey…. 

Kind regards, 

 

Girls Welfare Ms Saddik and Ms B El Mir 

Term 3 2021 will always be remembered as the term our Malek Fahd girls displayed their resilience, perseverance, and strong 

work ethic. We are amazed by how they have overcome the challenges presented to them during these unprecedented times. 

We have always known that the bond shared between the girls at Malek Fahd is a strong one, and even though the girls were 

learning remotely with reduced interactions with their peers, that bond was still displayed throughout the term. Whether it was 

caring posts girls shared on their Teams homeroom platform, private chats checking up on classmates that might have fallen ill 

or even continuously thanking their teachers, we are proud to have such a caring community of girls.  

Homeroom teachers and year advisors played a vital role in keeping the positive energy going throughout the term. Alongside 

regular homeroom meetings and cohort meetings, they spent many hours maintaining communication with parents and 

students to assist in any way they can.  

As part of the end of term activities, the girls welfare and year advisor team initiated 2 activities for students to participate in 

and share their creative side. The first activity was a Cook Off where students were challenged to make something with a limited 

list of ingredients. The entries were very creative with some students submitting Time Lapse videos of the process and 

numerous collages. The second activity was the Spring Snap, to commemorate the beginning of the lovely season of Spring. 

Students were asked to capture an image that highlights the beauty of Spring. Even though we are all locked down at home, 

seeing the beautiful images lifted our spirits. 

Thank you to all the girls that took the time to participate in the challenges. Judging is underway and the winners will be 

announced next term! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Welfare Report M Roubaie and S Jalloul 

Boys Welfare 

Assalam Alaykoum,  

As you all know, Term 3 presented many challenges and obstacles. Each week was unique in its own right and therefore was 

dealt with accordingly. We, the Boys Welfare and Year Advisor team, believe that those challenges have made us, our students, 

and the wider school community closer and stronger. We have established a continuous line of communication with parents 

with the aim of ensuring availability and connectedness. This proved fruitful in outlining areas of need whilst overcoming 

wellbeing and technological challenges. The Year Advisors continued to hold their fortnightly cohort meetings, with the aim of 

maintaining some normality whilst addressing and communicating vital information. The Homeroom teachers have also 

continued to connect with their student groups remotely, focusing on their welfare and wellbeing. Every student is part of a 

whole network in our school community, and we hope they make the most of it in their times of need. 

One of the traits of a Muslim is to look for the positives in everything that befalls them. Learning online has certainly been 

challenging, but it has taught us to focus on what really matters: our relationships. By the time we are back at school, expressing 

care and speaking kind words should have become a habit which derives from the teachings of our Prophet (PBUH) who said: “If 

one of you loves his brother, let him tell him” (Narrated by al-Tirmithi).  

With Term 3 drawing to a close, we would like to wish everyone a safe and enjoyable break. We ask Allah to provide us with a 

stress-free Term 4. I leave you with this passage of the holy Quran, befitting for our present conditions.  

'Inna Ma'al Usri Yusra' 

'Verily, with hardship comes ease' (Qur'an 94:6) 

 

Year 12 Girls Term Report Ms D Adra 

What we thought would be the same Term 3 as previous years would instead create history. The Year 12 students completed 

their HSC courses during remote learning and conducted their trials online. The Year 12 girls displayed a high level of resilience 

and achievement. They have reached outstanding milestones and ought to be pleased with their accomplishments this term. 

The girls have become a cohort built on ingenuity. They have displayed perseverance and dedication and have developed life -

skills that will enable them throughout their next iteration in life. Given this cohort, it is no surprise that they have defeated the 

boys in Mr. Hamper’s Friday Lockdown Challenge. 

 

Students will commence Term 4 with remote learning on Wednesday, 6th  October. Please note, Monday 4th  is Labor Day public 

holiday and Tuesday 5th  will be Staff preparation day. 

 

 

Wishing everyone a restful week ahead. We extend our sincerest prayers and Dua to all families that have been touched by the 

COVID-19 disease. To all those that are experiencing difficult times we ask Allah (swt) to provide you with ease. We look forward 

to the staggered return of students to School commencing in late October. Further information on the arrangements for each 

year group will be available soon. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely 

Ali Dib 

Head of Campus Secondary 


